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Martin Fletcher : The War Reporter: A Novel before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be
worth my time, and all praised The War Reporter: A Novel:
5 of 5 people found the following review helpful. A throughly engaging read. This isn't the typical "hero ...By Bill
LucasA throughly engaging read. This isn't the typical "hero makes miraculous end-of-the world saving moves" action
book. It is engaging in a way that keeps the reader's attention throughout. Martin Fletcher's personal war reporter
perspective comes shining through in a believable, not overly embellished manner. The characters show their
vulnerabilities along with their strength and convictions. The plot is intriguing and the writing is superb. I actually read
the whole book on a flight back from China, getting no sleep because I wanted to keep reading. Now that's a sure sign
of a "good read".1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. totally adorableBy Lori Sara MendelBecause
intense human contact is the essence of life in Israel, I fell in love with everyone in the story and felt part of the
family.The author deftly exposes the difficulties in the Arab/Jewish interchange and life together and the possibilities.
Yes, adorable.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. BadBy Kindle CustomerThis felt like a 600 page
book, not a 300 page book. The author constantly repeats himself, and didn't know if he wanted to write a thriller or a
romance novel. I had to force myself to finish. The first half of the book was great, the second half was horrible.
Winner of a Jewish National Book Award and author of The List and Jacob's Oath, both of which achieved
outstanding critical acclaim, NBC Special Correspondent Martin Fletcher delivers another breathtaking tale of love,
war, and redemption.Tom Layne was a world-class television correspondent until his life collapsed in Sarajevo.
Beaten and humiliated, he fell into a hole diagnosed as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. Eleven years later he returns to
the Balkans to film a documentary on the man who caused his downfall: Ratko Mladic, Europe's biggest killer since
Hitler, wanted for genocide and crimes against humanity. Mysterious forces have protected Mladic for a decade,
preventing his arrest, and these shadowy but deadly foes swing into action against the journalist. Tom soon falls into a
web of intrigue and deceit that threatens his life as well as that of the woman he loves. Drawing upon his own
experiences reporting on the wars in Bosnia and Sarajevo, Martin Fletcher has written a searing love story and a
painfully authentic account of a war reporter chasing down the scoop of a lifetime.
ldquo;Wow, what an adventure! Fast-paced and action-packed, The War Reporter is a riveting ride.rdquo; ?Christina
Baker Kline, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Orphan Trainldquo;The War Reporter is an authentic and
chilling tale of the perils of modern reporting in combat zones with no protection except the cunning and experience of
the correspondent. Martin fletcher knows that. He's been there on more occasions than I can count-and he brings to

this spellbinding and sensitive novel an up close and personal account of the dangers and the triumphs, loves, doubts
and dilemmas of war reporting.rdquo; ?Tom Brokawldquo;Award-winning NBC News special correspondent Fletcher
returns with an action-packed thriller where love and honor save the day...Fletcher's experience as a reporter adds
authenticity...Fletcher is masterful at portraying realistic combat and showcasing the survival skills of working
journalists. A fast-paced thriller that depicts the life-or-death realities of war correspondents.rdquo; ?Kirkus on The
War Reporter"Noted NBC war correspondent for the Middle East and Tel Aviv bureau chief Martin Fletcher delivers a
thrilling novel set in the 1990s, using his lengthy experiences as a journalist to take readers on a touching, stressful,
and emotional ride through wartime Bosnia and Serbia. The book is action-packed while also exploring the complex
personal relationships that develop in a volatile war setting...The War Reporter is a moving novel, a crisply written and
believable story of modern-day war and its effect on human relationships that keeps readers fully engrossed from start
to finish." ?The Jewish Book Councilldquo;A moving love story... A small gem of a novel.rdquo;
?Booklistldquo;Engrossing...A page-turner.rdquo; ?Publishers Weeklyldquo;A powerful, affecting work . . . Should be
required reading.rdquo; ?Kirkus s on The Listldquo;Moving . . . A touching story that brings a little-known aspect of
Jewish history to life.rdquo; ?Booklist on The Listldquo;Extraordinary. Both spellbinding and heartbreaking, with
brilliantly rendered characters and a breathtaking conclusion.rdquo; ?Andrea Mitchell, NBC on The Listldquo;A
journalistic tour de force.rdquo; ?Library Journalldquo;Extraordinary ndash; a page turning thriller that pulls you in
and won't let go.rdquo; ?Jonathan Wilson, author of A Palestine Affairldquo;Fletcher's intense tales read more like a
thriller than a memoir.rdquo; ?Entertainment Weekly (A- review)ldquo;For decades Martin Fletcher has been the gold
standard of television war correspondents, and his new book is a real-life, cross-continent adventure story.... It's a great
and moving read.rdquo; ?Anderson Cooperldquo;A page-turner and a marvelous read.rdquo; ?Connie Chungldquo;An
elegantly written and evocative story of Holocaust survivors. Inspiring.rdquo; ?Tom Brokaw on The ListAbout the
AuthorMARTIN FLETCHER is one of the most highly respected television news correspondents in the world. He is
also rapidly gaining an equally impressive reputation as a writer. He has won many awards including the National
Jewish Book Award, a Columbia University DuPont Award, several Overseas Press Club Awards, and five Emmys.
He spent many years as the NBC News Bureau Chief in Tel Aviv, and he is currently based in Israel, Mexico, and
New York. He is a Special Correspondent for NBC News and PBS.
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